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Opened in the summer of 2021, Palma Riad’s
design is based on the concept of a
traditional Riad – a historic definition where
private rooms surround an open interior
courtyard, whose origins are generally
attributed to Persian gardens. Located in the
very heart of Palma, Mallorca, this privileged
location provides guests the ability to explore
the city’s shops, art galleries, and restaurants,
located steps outside the door
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WHERE THE MAGIC BEGINS
The traditional Riad courtyard lies just beyond
reception and is where magic begins to happen,
particularly at night. An island with historical
reflections of ancient times one can discover the
Arab influence in Mallorca and how it has
maintained some of the essence and legacy of
this period.
Although the hotel Palma Riad is not a direct
historical connection to this period, the design of
the hotel reaches deep into the history of the
island creating an exotic and eclectic
experience.
The property offers 11 exclusive suites, each with their own unique signature, where guests are ensured an
experience not soon to be forgotten. Many original elements of the house have been respected and retained,
including coffered ceilings, doors and windows. Combined with an amazing collection or art, antiques, one-of-akind objets d’art, and beautifully designed wallpaper, each room is an experience in and of itself.
The lush and richly textured interiors with dramatic lighting greet you in reception and carry throughout the hotel.

ACCOMMODATIONS &
DREAMY BATHS
Some beautifully tiled baths take you into the concept of
a Moroccan hammam while most rooms offer giant
bathtubs and double showers. Others are more cave-like
in
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appearance.
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Guests can certainly live out a little Arabian night
fantasy with a bit of imagination.

MOROKKO BAR & RESTAURANT
Morokko Bar and Restaurant serves a fusion cuisine in an
original and exclusive space. Thanks to an amazing
location, it is a melting pot where locals and visitors alike
can rub elbows. Dinner and cocktails are served in a
memorable and most dramatic backdrop.
Breakfast is served in a buffet style with a wide variety of
warm dishes, toasts, eggs and omelettes à la carte,
alongside seasonal and local products.
Breakfast: 08:00 am – 11:30 am,
Snacks: 11:30 am – 07:00 pm,
Dinners: 07:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Signature and popular cocktails are prepared by the bar
staff,

along

with

a

selection

of

wines,

cava

and

champagne. All are served in an elegant backdrop.
The bar is open from 07:00 pm – 02:00 am. * The
restaurant is open to the public in the evenings and is
adults only. *

SOLARIUM WITH SUN LOUNGERS
With more than 300 days of sunshine per year in
Mallorca, one may want to catch the rays and take in the
views of the city.

INFORMATION
Palma Riad has 11 suites each a singular design – in fact
there are 11 interior design projects under one roof and
every accommodation is different with most of the
rooms

having

a

fireplace,

some

have

a

terrace.

Bathrooms are designed to take you to a Moroccan
hammam, with considerable space, double showers in
most rooms, and the most different element being giant
bathtubs.

The

suites

have

an

area

of

approximately 40m². The largest
is the Master Suite, with 70m², in
which a giant bed for 4 people
stands

out,

which

has

been

specially made to measure. The
highest quality Egyptian cotton
bedding
found

and

baths

throughout.

can

be

Rooms

are

soundproofed to ensure a good
night’s sleep. Mirror smart TV’s
range from 43″ to 55″. 2022
starting rates are 450 euro and
the hotel is open year-round.

